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WEATHER ANNIVERSARIES: 
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

25 years ago, January and February 1991 each had spells of markedly different  
weather. The first 10 days of January saw a continuation of the vigorous westerly pattern 
that had begun in December. 75-100mm of rain fell in the western hills on New Year’s 
Day, and further rain and gales occurred on the 5th as a very deep depression of 948mb 
crossed Scotland; gusts exceeded 70 knots in exposed places and sea defences were 
breached in the west and south. The second half of January was mainly anticyclonic,  
often cloudy, and rather cold. High pressure intensified over Scandinavia at the end 
of the month and very cold air from the east invaded the country in the first week of  
February. By the 7th day maximum temperatures were as low as −5°C in the southeast 
in a brisk northeast wind, and there were widespread snowfalls over the next couple 
of days (20cm in central London, 51cm at Bingley, Yorkshire). The temperature fell to 
−16.0°C at Cawood, Yorkshire, on the 14th. After mid-month the weather turned much 
milder and rainy, and 133.5mm was recorded at Llanymawddwy in North Wales on the 
22nd as a broad warm sector led to large orographic rainfalls. 

50 years ago, January and February 1966 both began and ended mild but had very 
cold spells in the middle. Increasingly cold easterly winds developed in the second week 
of January as a large anticyclone intensified to the northeast. Snow fell in the south on 
the 10th (38cm on high ground in South Wales) and frequent snow showers in the east 
produced heavy falls in Kent by the 15th. On the 19th the temperature fell to −18.9°C 
at Elmstone (Kent) and afternoon temperatures were as low as −4°C in the south in a  
freshening easterly wind. Milder air began to return from the southwest the next day 
but was preceded by widespread glazed frost as rain fell onto frozen ground. This mild 
weather continued into February, but cold easterly winds returned to the north and east 
of Britain in the second week and gradually extended to most other areas before mild 
weather spread back to all parts from the 18th. Parts of northern England had a drifting 
snowfall on the 9th, and snow fell in many other eastern areas over the next week to give 
up to 30cm in the northeast by the 14th. The temperature fell to −20.0°C at Braemar on 
the 15th.

75 years ago, the winter of 1940/41 was the second of three cold winters in the first 
years of the war. January 1941 was particularly cold with winds between north and 
east. Blizzards in the third week resulted in 30cm snow depths in the Midlands and 
North Wales and drifts of 2-3 metres; the north of Scotland was also badly affected.  
Temperatures fell below −15°C at times, e.g. −21°C at Houghall (County Durham) on the 
5th. February was rather less cold on the whole but there were further heavy snowfalls. 
Up to 20cm fell in southwest England on the 2nd, 35cm was reported in mid-Wales on 
the 6th, and nearly 70cm in the Grampians on the same date; then from the 18th to 20th 
there was a phenomenal snowstorm in northeast England as a deep depression moved 
slowly east across the south: level depths reached 75cm at Newcastle upon Tyne and as 
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much as 100cm at Durham. A few days later the temperature fell to −16°C at Houghall, 
but by month’s end it was up to +15°C in eastern England. Rainfall was less than 10% of 
normal in western Scotland in January but more than four times the normal in northeast 
England in February.

100 years ago, January 1916 was the mildest January in the Central England  
Temperature record. Strong southwesterly winds prevailed and it was a wet month in 
the north and west (more than 1000mm locally in the Western Highlands), but pressure 
was often high in the south, where rainfall was only half the normal. This mainly mild, 
and at times stormy, weather continued for the first three weeks of February (gales were 
particularly widespread on the 15/16th); then there was a complete change of type to 
cold northeasterly winds and snow. Earlier in February there had been short-lived but 
heavy snowfalls as depressions began to take more southerly tracks; up to 30cm fell in 
Scotland and northeast England on the 8th and 14th, and on the latter date 15cm was 
measured at Edgbaston (Birmingham). Renewed snowfalls began in the north and east 
on the 21st and became widespread and heavy over the next few days as a depression 
developed in the English Channel, depths of 25-30cm being reported in many areas of 
England accompanied by drifts of up to 2 metres. February was a wet month generally 
and much of England had more than twice the normal precipitation.

In Lightning: Nature and  
Culture, Derek M. Elsom explores 
the history of humanity’s relationship 
with this natural phenomenon - from 
the myths and legends of the storm  
deities, to in-depth studies of its  
artistic representations, to state-of-
the-art lightning protection systems 
on aircraft, ships and skyscrapers.  
Lightning: Nature and Culture will 
appeal to all those interested in the 
natural environment, especially those 
fascinated by extreme weather forces 
and how weather is an integral part of 
our daily lives

210 × 148 mm, 240 pages, paperback 
ISBN: 978-1780234960
15 illustrations, 97 in colour.  
Reaktion Books, £14.95

Now available from all good book-
sellers.
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ABSTRACT
On the afternoon of Saturday 19 July 2014, a discrete severe thunderstorm became supercellular 
in nature across the southeast Midlands. As well as producing frequent cloud to cloud lightning, the 
storm deposited severe hail 20-30mm diameter along a swath just over 20km long across north 
Buckinghamshire and into southern Northamptonshire. Significant squalls also caused damage and 
there were several sightings of funnel clouds, albeit without conclusive evidence of a touchdown.

A ‘Spanish Plume’ scenario was associated with a notable thundery period between 
the 17th and 20th July 2014. On 18-19 July 2014, overnight activity was especially  
prolonged and severe from Dorset across Salisbury Plain into the western Midlands, 
also from Kent to Norfolk. Pulses of thunderstorm activity continued to affect an area, 
broadly, from Dorset to the Cotswolds through to early afternoon on Saturday 19 July.  
A remarkable ball lightning incident occurred at Bradford-on-Avon, Wiltshire, at 0915 
UTC (Meaden, G. T. – pers. comm.), coincident with a strike on a bungalow chimney. 
Westonbirt (Gloucestershire) recorded 48mm of rain between 0800 and 1000 UTC and 
79mm from 2300 UTC on the 18th to 1500 UTC on the 19th, while Pershore (Worcs) 
collected 62mm from 0000 UTC to 1500 UTC on the 19th. A two day rainfall of 92mm 
was recorded at Castle Combe, Wiltshire, almost certainly falling over the same period 
as the Westonbirt fall. 

The last cluster of thunderstorms in the aforementioned sequence gave 1.5 to 2 
hours of electrical activity at, for instance, Dorchester, Dorset (1030-1235 UTC) and  
Fishponds, Bristol (1114-1247 UTC), and by early afternoon this area of thundery rain 
was affecting the western Midlands. However elsewhere, residual rain from the overnight 
storms had petered out and clearing skies enabled temperatures to reach 28.6°C at Kew 
Gardens, west London. Cambridge recorded 28.4°C with over 26°C reached as far west 
as Hampshire and Oxfordshire (26.9°C Benson, 26.7°C Shirburn). 

The UKMO surface analysis shows a slack, albeit complex area of low pressure over 
England and Wales with a rather diffuse, rippling cold frontal zone lying SSE to NNW 
from Sussex across central England to Cumbria. Figure 1 shows the general situation 
at 500hPa, with a major upper trough extension across Ireland and down to Portugal 
and a SSE flow across England and Wales. This broadly corresponds to the modified  
Spanish Plume discussed by Lewis and Gray (2010). Figure 2, the 1600 UTC  
plotted chart, indicates light easterly winds across the south Midlands. The Nottingham  
ascent at 1200 UTC (with surface temperature of 19.4°C and dew point 18.4°C) was very 
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Figure 1. UKMO 500hPa chart, 1200 UTC on 19 July 2014. Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office.

Figure 2. Synoptic plots for 1600 UTC on 19 July 2014, courtesy of Paul Brown; based on  
information supplied by the Met Office via BADC. Note the surface winds have backed to an easterly 
direction across the south Midlands, increasing vertical wind shear in the lower layers. 
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Figure 3. Nottingham upper air ascent, 1200 UTC on 19 July 2014, courtesy Univ of Wyoming, USA.

moist in depth below 500hPa, the other conspicuous feature being the high tropopause  
(Figure 3). The ascent indicated that deep convection would be initiated by temperatures 
over 22°C with 24°C enabling convection up to the tropopause. In the area where the  
afternoon storms initiated, Middle Wallop, between Andover and Salisbury, was  
reporting a temperature and dewpoint combination of 23.9°C and 18.3°C at 1500 UTC. 
The vertical wind profile (1200 UTC) at Nottingham gave 080°/3 kn at the surface, 
165°/41kn at 500hPa and 150°/52kn at 300hPa. There was, therefore, sufficient shear in 
the lower to mid layers to support thunderstorm organisation.

The storm area over the south-western Midlands tended to expand and intensify again 
between 1230 and 1430 UTC, possibly fed by rising temperatures to the east and south. 
A house in Ampney Crucis near Cirencester was struck and severely damaged by fire 
just after 1400 UTC and about the same time lightning also struck and damaged a home 
at Storridge in Herefordshire. Two people were slightly injured by lightning which struck 
their homes in Chippenham, Wiltshire (1230 UTC) and Woodloes, Warwickshire (around 
1430 UTC) respectively. Overhead thunder occurred at Longlevens, Gloucester, at 
1325 and 1348 UTC, towards the end of a 12 hour period of intermittent thunderstorm  
activity. Pea sized hail accompanied close cloud to ground lightning in Kingshill, western 
Swindon where a rotating wall cloud was also observed around 1400 UTC (L. Williams 
– pers. comm.). At Avebury, a funnel cloud was observed at 1330 UTC. Meanwhile the 
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Figure 4. Sferics 1500 UTC. S-UK Lightning detection overlay; location of discharges between 1445 
and 1500 UTC on 19 July 2014. Crown Copyright 2014.

outflow from this storm cluster spread southeastwards and is likely to have been a factor 
in the development of the fresh storms noted below.

Between 1345 UTC and 1400 UTC, a completely separate shower appeared just 
east of Salisbury. This soon turned thundery and drifted northwards, passing just to 
the west of Newbury and Oxford between 1430 UTC and 1530 UTC (Figures 4, 5).  
Meanwhile another new cumulonimbus erupted just west of Salisbury (circa 1445 UTC) to  
produce thunder over Salisbury Plain (Amesbury/Bulford) between 1500 and 1530 UTC, 
and by 1600z (Figure 6) it was very electrically active around the Wiltshire/Berkshire/ 
Oxfordshire border. This particular storm benefited from becoming (temporarily) quite 
an isolated cumulonimbus system and also from moving into an environment where the 
surface winds had backed easterly, this not only increasing the lower level shear but  
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Figure 5. UKMO Composite radar, 1500 UTC, Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office. An area of  
thunderstorms was moving NNE across the Midlands. A separate thunderstorm was passing  
northwards just to the west of Oxford, while a new heavy shower had recently shot up over Salisbury 
Plain and this was soon producing sferics.

assisting a feed of very warm low level inflow from the east. At Aldbourne,  
Wiltshire, 22mm of rain fell in 30 minutes in this thunderstorm from 1530 to 1600h,  
accompanied by pea sized hail. At Woodlands St Mary, West Berkshire, observer Bill 
Pike noted thunder 7 miles to the west from 1530 to 1545 UTC (the second afternoon 
thunderstorm) and then renewed thunder activity 3 miles to the north from 1555 to 
1605 UTC. This reflected a change of the storm to a more north-eastward track and  
confirmed radar images which indicated ‘splitting’ of this storm as it moved into  
Oxfordshire around 1600 UTC (Figures 7 and 8a, 8b). Cell splitting is a feature of  
supercell storm development (Westbrook and Clark 2013, Clark and Webb 2013). 
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Figure 6. Sferics 1600 UTC S-UK Lightning detection overlay; location of discharges between 1545 
and 1600 UTC on 19 July 2014. Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office.

The first reported crop damage from hail occurred at Sparsholt on the downs just west 
of Wantage. Hailstones 13-15mm diameter were observed in Wantage (Oxford Mail 
2014) and Oxford (e.g. by the author). Radar reflectivities over 56 DBZ were recorded 
from 1500 to 1800 UTC inclusive, indicative of significant hail. Sferics data (Figure 9)  
indicated a continuing high density of lightning from this storm and this was confirmed 
by actual observations of frequent thunder and (cloud to cloud) lightning as the storm 
crossed Oxford. Several observations of a lowering wall cloud were made south and 
southeast of Oxford e.g.to the west of Didcot around 1650 UTC. Significant wind  
damage occurred in the southeast of Oxford; the distribution and nature of damage 
the author observed during a visit to the site the following day (e.g. many felled tree  
branches, some large) indicated this was almost certainly attributable to a strong squall 
rather than being tornadic (Figure 10). Indeed an eye witness at the nearby Oxford Retail 
Park described 5 minutes of unrelenting wind as “a steady severe gale with stronger,  
buffeting severe gusts” (McIlwaine, J. - pers. comm.). Radar images of the storm  
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Figure 7. UKMO Composite radar 1600 UTC, Crown Copyright 2014. One storm had petered out 
northwest of Oxford, but the Wiltshire storm had intensified rapidly, was producing a high density 
of sferics and had developed the ‘V’ radar signature indicative of a severe storm (Smart and Clark, 
2016). Vigorous storms had also developed across mid Devon. Note also, the large storm system 
moving northwards from Normandy.

evolution at this time indicated rapid development of new cells on the right flank of 
the storm, these quickly merging with the original cell which then produced a (briefly)  
strongly defined low level mesocyclone (Clark, M. – pers. comm.). It may be noted that 
some multicell aspects are quite consistent with supercell storms (Doswell and Brooks, 
1993) while the structure of individual severe storms may evolve considerably (Clark and 
Smart, 2016).

Later, further northeast, conspicuous wind damage was also reported east of Bicester.  
At Great Moor Sailing Club near Calvert, fierce winds for 5 minutes transformed  
water into a cauldron, while at Marsh Gibbon marquee tents were torn apart. At Steeple  
Claydon, just before 1800 UTC, “a grey circular swirling cloud with a tadpole tail” was  
observed from the Calvert area and two trees were blown down (Brown and  
Meaden 2015). This was the most conclusive observation of a funnel cloud touchdown 
this afternoon. Two funnels were also observed to the west of Milton Keynes.
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Figure 8. Raw reflectivity images (dBz) from the Chenies radar for 1532, 1542, 1552, 1602 UTC; 
these show ‘splitting’ of the storm southeast of Swindon. Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office.

8a 8b

8c 8d
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Figure 9. Sferics 1700 UTC S-UK Lightning detection overlay; location of discharges between 1645 
and 1700 UTC on 19 July 2014. Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office.

Figure 10. Wind damage Blackbird Leys, Oxford, after the storm of 19 July 2014 © Jonathan Webb 
2014.
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Figures 11 and 12a/12b shows the radar imagery near the peak intensity of the storm 
(the maximum intensity is also evident in the lightning activity ref Figure 18). The  
hailstorm was at its fiercest just west and northwest of Buckingham. At Water Stratford, 
almost continuous rolling thunder was heard from 1730 to 1756z and steam rose after 
the hailstorm.

Hail reports during the severest phase of the storm are listed in Table 1 and plotted in 
Figure 16. Maximum hail diameters of around 30mm were recorded with the damage 
enhanced, locally, by strong ‘straight line’ squall winds. The damage reached H4 on 
the TORRO H scale. Simon Culling of TORRO visited the affected area the following  
weekend and noted that a third of cars parked in Main Street, Tingewick, had dented 
roofs and bonnets.

Figure 11. UKMO Composite radar 1700 UTC, Crown Copyright 2014. The severe storm was 
crossing the Oxford area, with rapid development on its right flank. The earlier line of storms,  
especially active on SE flank, are moving into Lincolnshire. A large area of thunderstorms over 
northeast France is now crossing the English Channel. Note, also, how the storm over Oxfordshire 
is quite isolated at this time, a favourable scenario for supercell storms.
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Figure 12a-12b. Raw reflectivity images from the Chenies radar for 1742 and 1752 UTC, showing 
the storm re-intensifying to peak intensity as it moved into north Buckinghamshire and with fresh 
cells ‘backbuilding’ to the rear. Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office.

Rainfall totals from this storm were not especially high, owing to the relatively short  
duration of precipitation, although the precipitation intensity did cause local flash  
flooding. A private weather station in Headington, Oxford, recorded 15mm from 1818 to 
1830 UTC with 7mm in 3 minutes, while Stowe Gardens, Buckingham, recorded 14mm 
during the storm. The Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford, recorded 11mm, but was just west 
of the core of heaviest precipitation.

The height of the supercell thunderstorm over the southeast Midlands is very  
evident in the shadow to its east in the 1800 UTC satellite image (Figures 14) which also 
shows a huge anvil plume trailing off to the northwest in the winds at around 300hPa;  
‘backbuilding’ cells are also occurring on the southern edge of the storm (see also  
Figure 15). The MCS over northeast France is now crossing the eastern Channel with 
the extensive anvil cirrus shield extending across much of the southeastern half of  
England.

The storm declined in intensity towards 1900 UTC, owing to various factors; e.g. it  
became less isolated as the new cells ‘back built’ on the rear of the storm and further 
storm development occurred over Hampshire. Declining insolation, not helped by the 
MCS cirrus sheet, may also have been a contributory factor bearing in mind this was a 
surface based storm.
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Figure 13. UKMO Composite radar 1800 UTC, Crown Copyright 2014. Storm has regained ‘V’  
signature northeast of Oxford; intense electrically with some backbuilding. Further storms  
developing over Salisbury Plain area (no sferics yet). A large Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) 
is moving north from northeast France towards Kent. There are also scattered thunderstorms 
across the West Country and Wales.
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Figure 14. Visible satellite image, 1800 UTC, 19 July 2015. © Eumetsat 2014, courtesy Bernard 
Burton http://www.woksat.info/wos.html.  Note the huge anvil plume streaming far to the northwest 
from the storm over the southeast Midlands, also the extensive cirrus anvil shield from the MCS 
over the eastern English Channel.

Figure 15. Receding Cumulonimbus, Oxford, 19 July 2014, about 1812 UTC on 19 July 2014  
(looking east-southeast). © Jonathan Webb 2014. Note ‘backbuilding’ with new pulses of  
convection on the southern edge of the storm. 
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Table 1. Hail reports, 19 July 2014, during the severest phase of the storm.

 
Place

Lat 
(deg)

Long 
(deg)

Time 
(UTC)

Max 
diameter 
(mm)

 
Notes, Hail related damage

Poundon 51.92 -1.05 ≥30 Wiped out hundreds of acres of oil seed 
rape, wheat, barley and oat crops; it also 
took out over 50 skylights in two Dutch 
barns; other damage to cars, garden  
furniture etc

Twyford 51.93 -1.04 1745 25-30 Cracked window and damaged fascia 
boards, paint stripped off external walls of 
house.
Wooden door damaged, wooden window 
frame destroyed.
Dents in two cars, thousands of dents 
in one side and roof of caravan.  
Vertical downstairs window was smashed, 
extensive damage to fascia.

Steeple 
Claydon 
(west)

51.94 -1.01 75% of oil seed rape knocked to floor

Preston 
Bissett

51.95 -1.03 15-20

Hillesden 51.96 -1.00 20

Tingewick 51.98 -1.05 1800 25-30 Greenhouse glass broken, cars dented

Radclive 52.00 -1.02 27 See Figure 17

Water 
Stratford

52.01 -1.05 1756 Plastic roofing holed

Stowe 
Gardens

52.02 -1.02 15

Stowe 52.02 -1.02 20+ Pond appeared like a boiling cauldron

Dadford 52.04 -1.03 1800 25

Paulerspury 52.08 -0.93 30 Plants shredded, fruit knocked off bushes 
& trees, chunks taken out of courgettes etc

Silverstone 52.09 -1.02 25-30 Minor dents in car

Towcester 52.13 -0.98 15
 
It may be noted that another supercell thunderstorm in this region was associated with a 
T4 intensity tornado in Oxfordshire on 7 May 2012 (Westbrook and Clark 2013, Culling 
and Horton 2013).
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Figure 16. Reports of hail 20mm diameter or more (crosses indicate hail 10-19mm diameter).  
Hail 20mm+ fell over a swath at least 21km long. © Crown Copyright and Database Right [2015]. 
Ordnance Survey (Digimap Licence).

Figure 17. Hailstones at Radclive, Bucks, 19 July 2014 (Anon. reproduced with permission.)
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Figure 18. Sferics 1800 UTC S-UK Lightning detection overlay; location of discharges between 
1745 and 1800 Z on 19 July 2014. Crown Copyright 2014.
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TORRO TORNADO DIVISION REPORT:
August - September 2015

BY PAUL R. BROWN AND G.TERENCE MEADEN

August 2015 was unsettled and rather cool; there were two tornadoes and four reports of funnel 
clouds. September had anticyclonic spells in the second and last weeks but the middle of the month 
was very cyclonic (it was again rather cool). The number of whirlwind reports was large, amounting 
to seven tornadoes, two waterspouts, and 19 reports of funnel clouds.

FC2015Aug15 south of Guernsey, Channel Islands (c 49° 18’ N 2° 36’ W)
 Paul Domaille of TORRO reported a small funnel cloud (first seen by his  
daughter) about 12 km off the south coast of Guernsey between 0750 and 0810 GMT. 
A funnel cloud was also reported from Jersey Airport in the 0700 GMT SYNOP (but if 
this was the same one it raises a question over the time). At 0600 GMT a northwesterly 
airstream covered England and Wales behind a weak cold front that was clearing the 
east coast. Rain or showers occurred over Scotland and Ireland but most other areas 
were dry.

FC2015Aug23 Blackpool, Lancashire (c 53° 49’ N 3° 03’ W, SD 3136)
 A correspondent to UKWeatherworld reported that a friend had photographed 
a funnel cloud at 1445 GMT. The picture shows a small but distinct funnel. At 1200 
GMT a cold front was moving northeast across England associated with a slow-moving 
low, 997mb, over the north of Ireland. The front was accompanied by rain, moderate at 
times; and a narrow band of thunderstorms developed just ahead of it over northwest  
England in the afternoon, which produced the funnel cloud. Showers occurred further 
south behind the front.

FC2015Aug24 South Downs, East or West Sussex
 A small but well-formed funnel cloud was photographed over the South Downs 
(no further details known).
 At 1200 GMT a low, 994mb, was moving northeast through the English Channel 
and its occluded front had moved north over southeast England. There were outbreaks 
of rain (locally thundery) on the front and thunderstorms behind it in the southeast.

tn?2015Aug24 Herne Bay, Kent (51° 22’ N 1° 08’ E, c TR 185671)
 Kent Online (24 August) published a photograph taken from Thanet Way (A299 
road going east) by Mr Matt Day at 1400 GMT showing what appears to be an ill-defined 
tornado funnel reaching below the nearby tree-line. He said: “It definitely looked like it 
was a tornado and had a spin on it. As we were driving along it was moving away from 
us”. It is, however, too uncertain to count.

TN2015Aug26 Winfarthing, Norfolk (52° 26’ N 1° 06’ E, TM 105857 to TM 107859)
 Anglia TV and the BBC reported that a ‘mini-tornado’ had caused damage at 
Winfarthing, and the Diss Mercury (27 August) added more detail, describing damage to 
roof tiles, trees, and a garden fence. Dan Holley of TORRO visited the area on the 27th 
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and found damage at about 10 places in the village along a path at least 200 metres 
in length from southwest to northeast (he did not have time to investigate beyond this 
length); maximum width about 110 metres. A tree surgeon whom he spoke to on the site 
reckoned the wind must have been over 90 mph to have damaged the trees in the way 
it had. In addition, two horse shelters (unoccupied) were completely destroyed, several 
houses lost roof tiles, there was damage to garden furniture and a road sign, and the 
owner of one house said the television set indoors was moved about by the wind, which 
was very intense for about 30 seconds. Another resident described the noise as like that 
of a ‘freight’ (i.e. goods) train. Force T2/3. The time was about 1430 GMT.
 At 1200 GMT a secondary cold front was crossing eastern England in  
association with a complex depression, 989mb, to the west of Scotland. There was a 
narrow band of heavy rain, locally thundery, on the front (which appears to have been 
responsible for the tornado) and scattered showers (again thundery in places) further 
west and north.

TN2015Aug28 Trebanos, near Pontardawe, Glamorgan (51° 42’ N 3° 52’ W, SN 707024)
 Wales Online (28 August) reported a ‘mini-tornado’ that affected William Street 
in Trebanos at about 0830 GMT. Mrs Anne Guy said: “... the bedroom door slammed 
shut. We had a new window fitted recently and it was coming off its hinges ... It was like 
a mini tornado”. Her son, Alex, said the wind shattered the rear window of his car: “It 
smashed the glass and the rear lights. Our neighbour’s garden wall came down. It’s a 
five foot wall made of breeze blocks. A tree fell onto our garden shed and damaged the 
roof ... There were wheelie bins flying down the streets and things were flying all over the 
place. Slates came off the roof on a lot of houses and we’ve got a few slates missing on 
our house. It only lasted a couple of seconds but it was enough to make the house shake 
and bring down trees”. From the above description this might have been no more than 
a squall but Ms Kate Thomas filmed the event from nearby at Glais (SN 7000) showing 
a rather ragged, but definite, tornado funnel reaching to ground or very nearly so, and 
apparently moving from about southwest. Force T1.
 At 1200 GMT a low, 990mb, was centred to the northwest of Scotland and a 
returning maritime Polar airmass with shower troughs covered the British Isles. Most 
areas (except the southeast) had showers at some time during the day, one or two of 
which were thundery.
 
FC2015Aug31 east of Formby, Lancashire (c 53° 34’ N 2° 59’ W, SD 3508)
 Numerous photographs were received of this funnel cloud timed at about 1300 
GMT and seen from Formby (to east), Southport, and Ormskirk. Many were published in 
the Liverpool Echo of 31 August showing it in various poses and up to halfway to ground. 
It was said to have lasted 15-20 minutes. At 1200 GMT a northerly airstream covered 
the British Isles between a low, 1008mb, over the Low Countries and a high, 1027mb, 
west of Ireland; an occlusion was moving south across Scotland. There were scattered  
showers (and isolated thunder) in many areas after morning rain had cleared from  
eastern England.

FC2015Sep01/I New Romney, Kent (50° 59’ N 0° 56’ E, TR 0624)
 Ms Samantha Block photographed a long oblique funnel cloud from New  
Romney at about 1330 GMT. The Folkestone Herald (2 September) published a similar 
picture taken by Ms Nicola Thompson Richards, described as over St Mary’s Bay (TR 
0927).
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 At 1200 GMT the previous day’s low from the Low Countries had moved to 
Denmark, 1003mb, and the high west of Ireland had intensified to 1030mb, keeping a 
northwesterly airstream over the British Isles. Further scattered showers occurred in 
many areas, quite a lot of which turned thundery in the afternoon.

WS+FC2015Sep01 offshore Littlehampton, West Sussex (c 50° 47’ N 0° 32’ W, TQ 0300)
 Photographs received from Mrs Sonia Heryets, one taken from Worthing, the 
other (by her husband) from Littlehampton, show a pair of funnel clouds, one of which 
(off Littlehampton) has disturbance of the sea beneath it (although the visible funnel only 
reaches halfway from the clouds). Time was 1510 GMT.

fc2015Sep01/II Alcester, Warwickshire (52° 13’ N 1° 53’ W, SP 0857)
 Ms Jennifer Marie Clarke photographed what appears to have been a long 
narrow contorted funnel cloud in the afternoon.

FC2015Sep02/I Birmingham, Warwickshire (c 52° 27’ N 1° 55’ W, SP 0684)
 An anonymous photograph was received showing a short vertical funnel cloud 
to the east of Birmingham at about 1245 GMT. Another picture, from Mr Mike Taylor 
at the BBC, showed what was probably the same one seen from Edgbaston Cricket 
Ground (time not stated).
 At 1200 GMT a north to northwesterly airstream continued to cover the British 
Isles between a low, 998mb, over south Norway and a high, 1031mb, west of Ireland. 
There were further showers and a few thunderstorms, especially in central and eastern 
areas.

FC2015Sep02/II Valley, Anglesey (53° 15’ N 4° 33’ W, SH 3075)
 A funnel cloud was reported in the 1550 GMT METAR from RAF Valley (and as 
a recent funnel cloud at 1650 GMT).

FC2015Sep02/III near Newchurch, Kent (c 51° 02’ N 0° 56’ E, TR 0631)
 A small funnel cloud was photographed (anonymously) at 1744 GMT looking 
southwest from just east of Newchurch on Romney Marsh.

FC2015Sep02/IV Durlston Head, Dorset (c 50° 36’ N 1° 58’ W, SZ 0377)
 Mr Julian Sawyer photographed a decaying funnel cloud offshore from Durlston 
Head towards the Isle of Wight (i.e. to east) at about 1900 GMT.

WS+FCs2015Sep03 offshore Abergele, Denbighshire (c 53° 18’ N 3° 36’ W, SH 9379)
 Mr Roger Dallimore submitted a report of a waterspout seen at 0740 GMT from 
near Abergele, duration about 20 minutes; he also saw two or three smaller ‘waterspouts’ 
(probably funnel clouds). Another correspondent (anonymous) photographed a funnel 
cloud out to sea northeastwards from Colwyn Bay (SH 8578) about the same time.
 At 1200 GMT the synoptic pattern remained the same as it had been for the 
past few days – a northerly airflow between a low (1001mb) in the North Sea and a high 
(1032mb) west of Ireland. There were again showers, mainly in central and eastern  
England (but lighter and fewer than recently).
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FC2015Sep03/I Dover, Kent (c 51° 07’ N 1° 19’ E, TR 3240)
 A photograph was received showing a short funnel cloud over the sea in the 
direction of Calais (to southeast), timed at 1313 GMT.

FC2015Sep03/II Lydd, Kent (c 50° 57’ N 0° 56’ E, TR 0621)
 A distant funnel cloud was reported in the 1350 GMT METAR from Lydd Airport.

FC2015Sep03/III Brighton, East Sussex (50° 50’ N 0° 08’ W, TQ 3106)
 Photographs were received of a very short funnel cloud seen from Brighton, 
probably at about 1500 GMT, by Ms Vicki Morgan and one other; and Mr Stuart Clout 
photographed what was probably the same one from Worthing at 1515 GMT.

FC2015Sep04 Jersey Airport, Channel Islands (49° 13’ N 2° 12’ W)
 A funnel cloud was reported in the 0620 and 0650 GMT METARs from Jersey 
Airport; there was also a slight shower at 0620 GMT. At 0600 GMT the northerly airflow of 
recent days still covered the British Isles between a low (1003mb) in the North Sea and a 
high (1033mb) west of Ireland. There were just a few showers, mainly in coastal areas.

FC2015Sep05 Sandown, Isle of Wight (c 50° 39’ N 1° 09’ W, SZ 6083)
 A correspondent to UKWeatherworld photographed a short but well-formed 
funnel cloud over the sea to the southeast of Sandown at 1445 GMT. At 1200 GMT a 
northerly airflow still covered the British Isles but it was becoming more anticyclonic as 
the large high, 1035mb, west of Ireland extended east. The weather was dry apart from 
isolated coastal showers.

FC2015Sep09 Southend, Essex (c 51° 34’ N 0° 42’ E, TQ 8789)
 A distant funnel cloud was reported in the 0920 GMT METAR from Southend 
Airport. At 1200 GMT an easterly airstream covered England and Wales associated with 
a large anticyclone, 1030mb, in the Norwegian Sea. The weather was dry apart from a 
few light coastal showers in the morning.

FC2015Sep12 Frizington, Cumbria (54° 32’ N 3° 30’ W, NY 0317)
 Mr Barry Garner photographed a funnel cloud reaching nearly halfway to 
ground at about 1615 GMT. At 1200 GMT a low, 994mb, was moving slowly north just 
west of the Hebrides and its fronts were crossing northern England and Scotland. There 
was rain on the fronts and scattered showers behind (a batch of which turned thundery 
over northeast England in the afternoon).

TN2015Sep14/I Northampton, Northamptonshire (52° 14’ N 0° 57’ W to 52° 15’ N 0° 57’ 
N, SP 717602 to SP 718627)
 There were many reports of this tornado, including photographs and film of the 
spinning vortex in action, e.g. Northampton Chronicle 14 September had this to say: A 
tornado has caused damage to a number of houses in Northampton after it swept across 
the town earlier this afternoon. Jordan Williams, a landscaper ..., was in a garden in 
Duston at about 12.30 pm [1130 GMT] when he saw the tornado swirling towards him. 
Mr Williams ... said he could see a large amount of debris swirling around in the air ... He 
said it picked up a load of rubbish and a number of the houses in the area had suffered 
damaged guttering [and that] it was also really noisy and he thought there was going to 
be an explosion.
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 Peter Kirk of TORRO visited the site the following day and reported that a  
tornado of T3 at its maximum had followed a path of 2.75km from Upton via Duston to 
New Duston (on the western outskirts of Northampton); track width was up to 40 metres 
and direction broadly south to north but showing slight variations between southeast (at 
the start) and southsouthwest (near the end). It began over farmland, where there was  
damage to trees and a wall; moving into the suburbs there was further tree damage 
and roof tiles removed; in Eldean Road (SP 717621), where a house was being rebuilt, 
planks of wood from the site were sent spinning in the air and a heavy steel girder was 
lifted from the top of the building and deposited on the ground; the track ended with  
further roof and wall damage, and tree damage in Harlestone Road.
 At 1200 GMT a depression of 989mb was moving slowly northeast over Wales; 
its cold front was moving north over southern England preceded by a shower trough. 
Rain on both the front and the trough was showery in nature and accompanied by  
thunder over the Midlands and eastern England.

tn2015Sep14/II Napton Reservoir, near Southam, Warwickshire (52° 16’ N 1° 20’ W, SP 
4663)
 Mr Elton Lovell filmed what appeared to be a ragged tornado funnel at  
Calcutt Boats & Ventnor Marina, Napton Reservoir. He described it thus: “... the sound 
like waves crashing mixed with snapping branches was at about 300 yards. I could see 
large panels, maybe for-sale signs or solar panels off boats climbing into the air”. Force 
T1. (Time not stated but Matt Clark of TORRO suggested 1242 GMT based on radar.)

TN2015Sep14/III Ashchurch, Gloucestershire (52° 00’ N 2° 06’ W, SO 9333)
 The Gloucestershire Echo (14 September) reported that a tornado had caused 
damage at Ashchurch Army Camp near Tewkesbury in the afternoon (Matt Clark  
suggested 1307 GMT based on radar). Branches were torn from trees and the roof of 
a vehicle shed was badly damaged. A witness (unnamed) said: “You could hear it, we 
have tanks here and it actually sounded like one of those, it was a really deep rumble. 
It was a classic twister and it ripped across the site for maybe half a minute. You could 
see debris being carried up into the air as it came across. It headed off in a northerly  
direction ...”. Force T2. ITV West published a photograph taken by Mr Luke Phillips 
showing a vertical funnel cloud reaching about halfway to ground, which was said to 
have been the tornado funnel.

tn2015Sep14/IV Royal Leamington Spa, Warwickshire (52° 17’ N 1° 32’ W, c SP 320657)
 Several people reported fallen branches and trees attributed to a tornado 
in central Leamington Spa at about 1415 GMT. One correspondent, Dr Ian Griffiths,  
confirmed that rotation was visible and added that there was a “huge swirling 10  
metre mass. A huge part of the tree sailed off into the distance - 50 or 60 metres high.  
Pretty much that whole area was a whirling mass of debris, leaves, branches”. Force 
T2. Specific locations mentioned in other sources (e.g. Leamington Spa Courier 14  
September) were: Pump Room Gardens (SP 317655), Courier Towers (SP 319657), 
Jephson Gardens (SP 321657), Holly Walk/Regent Street (SP 320659).

TN2015Sep14/V Great Dalby, Leicestershire (52° 43’ N 0° 55’ W, SK 735141)
 Mr John Morris filmed a tornado funnel reaching to ground in the middle  
distance across farmland in the afternoon (Matt Clark suggested 1427 GMT based on  
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radar); and the Melton Times of 15 September gave an account of its effects at Vine 
Farm in Great Dalby. The roof of a cow shed was torn off, trees and bushes were  
uprooted, a large tree was snapped off at the trunk, a metal door was lifted off its hinges, 
and a cattle trailer was moved by the wind. A worker, Mr Jack Gascoigne, said: “We were 
just doing yard work when the air pressure started to change and leaves started coming 
off the trees and bushes. Within a few seconds everything started swirling around. It was 
happening all around us but I managed to run to the shed to take cover. As fast as the 
tornado came it had gone past us”. Force T2/3.

TN2015Sep14/VI Ruskington area, Lincolnshire (c 53° 02’ N 0° 23’ W, TF 0850)
 The Lincolnshire Echo (14 September) published video film (author unknown) 
of a tornado passing over the countryside near Sleaford, which shows a long narrow 
funnel from the cloud base apparently reaching the ground in the distance. The next 
day’s issue of the newspaper showed film of it taken from Billinghay (TF 1554) in the 
direction of Walcott (to northwest) by Ms Lorraine Apedaile, and from Ruskington by Mr 
Steven Blake, who said: “I noticed a tree across the road almost blow over so I got my 
camera out and filmed it. I noticed the clouds were swirling round and it was so unusual 
...”. Force T0/1. The time was about 1600 GMT. Track possibly 8km from Ruskington to 
Walcott (TF 1356) but no confirmation of ground contact over that distance.

FC2015Sep15/I Yeovilton, Somerset (51° 00’ N 2° 39’ W, ST 5423)
 A recent funnel cloud was reported in the 1550 GMT METAR from RNAS  
Yeovilton.
 At 1200 GMT the previous day’s low had become a complex system, 989mb, 
over north and east Scotland, and a weakening west to northwesterly airstream covered 
England and Wales. There was rain near the northeast coast and showers elsewhere, 
mostly over central and southern England.

FC2015Sep15/II near Launceston, Cornwall (c 50° 38’ N 4° 22’ W, SX 3384)
 Mr Simon Montgomery photographed a rather wide translucent funnel cloud, 
apparently about halfway to ground, at 1744 GMT.

tn2015Sep18 Steyning area, West Sussex (c 50° 54’ N 0° 21’ W, TQ 1612)
 Several people photographed from a distance a long tapering, rather ragged, 
funnel cloud that appears to have reached the ground, although no reports of damage 
were received. ITV News showed pictures taken from Poynings (TQ 2612) by Mr Andy 
Coupland just after 1030 GMT, who estimated that it was about 10 km away to the west 
on farmland close to the A283 road, which would place it just northwest of Steyning; he 
estimated the diameter to be at least 50 metres. His report was published in The Argus 
of 19 September, which also showed a photograph of it taken by Mr Anthony Fuest; and 
Mr Nick Facey photographed it from Chantry Hill, Storrington (TQ 0812), timed at 1018 
GMT.
 At 1200 GMT a shallow filling low of 1010mb was moving southeast across 
eastern England and a ridge of high pressure was moving into Ireland. Scattered  
showers affected England and Wales, some of which were thundery, especially in south-
east England.
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FC2015Sep18 Gravesend Reach, Kent (51° 26’ N 0° 22’ E, TQ 6574)
 The crew of a lifeboat photographed a short vertical funnel cloud while  
operating in Gravesend Reach at 1507 GMT.

fc2015Sep22 between Deal and Dover, Kent (c 51° 10’ N 1° 22’ E, TR 3546)
 A photograph from Mr Steve Hemstock showed an indistinct funnel cloud in a 
rainstorm seen from the road between Deal and Dover at 0700 GMT.
 At 1200 GMT a northwesterly airstream covered the British Isles between a low, 
997mb, in the North Sea and a minor ridge approaching Ireland. There were showers, 
especially in Wales and central and southern England.

FC/TN2015Sep22 near Bottisham, Cambridgeshire (c 52° 13’ N 0° 14’ E, TL 5360)
 Funnel clouds were reported in METARs from Cambridge Airport and (to south-
west of) Mildenhall Airfield, timed at 1720 and 1722 GMT respectively; and several  
photographs were received, most of which show a long oblique rope-like funnel cloud 
at least two-thirds of the way to ground. Mr Duncan Murphy, who was cycling between 
Cambridge and Newmarket, thought it reached the ground briefly over fields just left 
of the A1303 road after its junction with the A14, near Bottisham; there had been a  
hailstorm just before.

fc2015Sep23 Chester, Cheshire (53° 11’ N 2° 54’ W, SJ 4066)
 Mr Richard Dalziel reported a funnel cloud at Chester in the afternoon, which 
lasted three minutes. At 1200 GMT a westerly airstream covered the British Isles within 
which a weak frontal system was crossing the Irish Sea. Many places were dry with  
variable cloud but there was occasional light rain or drizzle in the west and north.
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TORRO SPRING
 CONFERENCE 2016

The TORRO Spring conference will be held on Saturday 
23 April 2016 at the Oxford Brookes University in Oxford,  
United Kingdom.

The programme is still being finalised and will be posted up 
on the TORRO website www.torro.org.uk and the forum soon.

We are pleased to announce the conference will, once again, be free of charge to all. 

To register for the conference please email through to membership@torro.org.uk
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EXCEPTIONALLY POOR WEATHER  
IN THE WEST OF SCOTLAND DURING 

MAY TO AUGUST 2015 

BY  JEFFREY K. BLACKSHAW 
 

ABSTRACT
The period May to August 2015 was one of consistent very poor weather in the west of Scotland.  
In particular the period May to July 2015 is considered by the author to be exceptional; there is no 
comparable period in the author’s 46 years of recording daily weather in the area.

Keywords: climate change, exceptional weather in west of Scotland in 2015.

INTRODUCTION
The period May to August 2015 has been relentlessly unsettled in the west of  
Scotland with the weather generally coming from a colder than normal north Atlantic 
Ocean (NOAA 2015). This paper is based on the author’s own daily observations at  
Elderslie and Ralston, both on the outskirts of Paisley in the west of Scotland, for the last 
46 years. This paper examines how exceptional this pattern of weather has been using 
the Davis indices.  The paper will look at three periods – 1) May to July; 2) June to August 
(Summer); and 3) May to August.

IMPORTANT NOTE
The indices used in this analysis are based on the following Davis formula (Davis, 1968):

D = 18T + 20S – (0.276)R + 320

Where: T is the mean maximum temperature in deg C
 S is daily mean sunshine in hours
 R is total rainfall in mm

The indices calculated by this formula are specific to this site. Due to the nature of 
the terrain in this part of the country indices may vary considerably even over short  
distances, however they are believed to be representative of the exceptionally poor 
weather experienced in general in the west of Scotland during the months of May to 
August (see also Graham, 2015). 

EXAMINATION OF INDICES
The following tables show the 4 highest indices (i.e. best weather) and the 4 lowest  
indices (i.e. poorest weather) to establish the extreme parameters against which to  
compare this year’s weather.
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MAY TO JULY 2015 (THE 3 MONTH PERIOD WITH THE LONGEST HOURS OF  
DAYLIGHT)
This period is considered by the author to be exceptional with nothing comparable in 
the last 46 years of records in this area. This period was dominated by winds from 
a westerly direction coming off a colder than normal north Atlantic Ocean. The mean  
temperature for the three month period was 12.0°C (1.4°C below average). No  
temperature records were broken but the period was relentlessly cool with very few 
warm, sunny days. The temperature exceeded 20°C on 9 occasions and on only  
1 occasion did the temperature exceed 25°C. There were only 6 true sunny days during 
this period. July was the wettest month in my record with 182mm rain falling and May 
was also very wet, though not record breaking, with 174mm falling. Total rainfall for the 
three month period was 435mm (189% of average). Rain fell on 67 days out of a possible 
92 days. Overall this period was the coldest and wettest in my record by a considerable 
margin. The table of indices below shows just how exceptional this period was.

May to July Highest Indices Lowest Indices
774 in 1989 581 in 2015

768 in 1975 606 in 2012

764 in 1984 625 in 1986

763 in 1977 628 in 1985

JUNE TO AUGUST 2015 (THE OFFICIAL METEOROLOGICAL ‘SUMMER’)
August marked a transition period between the relentlessly poor weather of May to 
July and a much more settled spell of weather in September. Nevertheless the June to  
August period still managed to be the 4th coldest and 6th wettest Summer in my record. 
The mean temperature was 13.8°C (0.9°C below average) and total rainfall was 358mm 
(136% of average). The temperature exceeded 20°C on 15 occasions and on only one 
occasion did the temperature exceed 25°C. There were only 7 true sunny days in this 
period. Rain fell on 65 days out of a possible 92 days.

June to August 
(Summer)

Highest Indices Lowest Indices

810 in 1976 582 in 1985

810 in 1995 590 in 2012

780 in 1975 621 in 1998

772 in 1984 622 in 2008 

(630 in 2015)

MAY TO AUGUST 2015 
The following indices are based on a 4 month period, therefore they will be a lower series 
of numbers than those in the 3 month period above as the rainfall element in the formula 
is the total for the 4 month period and not the average. Therefore they can only be used 
for comparison purposes to place this 4 month period in a historical context and cannot 
be compared to the 3 month indices above. 
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This period was influenced by the exceptionally poor May and July months.  
Overall the period was the 2nd poorest in my record, beaten only by 1985. The mean  
temperature was 12.7°C (1.1°C below average) and total rainfall was 532mm (163% of  
average). The temperature exceeded 20°C on 15 occasions and on only one occasion 
did the temperature exceed 25°C. There were only 8 true sunny days in this period. Rain 
fell on 87 days out of a possible 123 days.

May to August Highest Indices Lowest Indices
761 in 1975 560 in 1985
758 in 1984 564 in 2015
755 in 1995 580 in 2012
738 in 1976 591 in 1986

SEPTEMBER
The weather improved markedly with the change of season and September was a very 
dry month with only 34mm rain falling (28% of 1981-2010 average). Using the same 
formula (but acknowledging that the numbers will be lower as the rainfall element in the 
formula is the total for the 5 month period and not the average), the index for May to 
September 2015 was 551 (beaten only by 457 in 1985 and 533 in 2012). The highest 
indices for this period were 692 in 1976 and 690 in 1984.

WEATHER AT WEEKENDS
The weather was relentlessly unsettled at weekends during the May to August period 
adding to the perception that the weather was highly unusual. Of the 18 weekends in 
this period only one weekend could be described as good. Out of the 36 days that made 
up these weekends rain fell on 30 days and only 4 days were sunny. Rainfall totalled 
207mm for these 18 weekends with the first 3 weekends in May producing 31mm, 28mm 
and 36mm respectively.

CONCLUSION 
The period May to August and in particular May to July 2015 was one of exceptionally 
poor weather in the west of Scotland fuelled in part by a persistence of winds from 
a westerly direction coming off a colder than normal north Atlantic Ocean. Adding to 
the public’s dreadful memories of this period was an unprecedented run of very poor  
weekends.
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TORNADOES IN GREAT BRITAIN AND 
IRELAND TO 1960:  

SUPPLEMENT 2

BY PAUL R. BROWN, G. TERENCE MEADEN  
AND MICHAEL W. ROWE 

Tornado and Storm Research Organisation

ABSTRACT
Since the completion of our series of papers listing all known historical tornadoes in the British Isles 
up to 1960 (Brown, Meaden, Rowe, 2012-2014), and the publication of the first Supplement to the 
tables (Brown, Meaden, Rowe, 2015), continuing research has resulted in further amendments 
to some records already published and the discovery of a number of new ones. We now present 
Supplement 2 containing these amendments (Table 1) and new records (Table 2). Table headings 
are as in the earlier papers.

Table 1. Amendments to records previously published (as referenced herein).

Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1774 Jul 6 Coventry 

to Coombe 
Abbey

Warks. SP333791 to 
SP4079

T4 L5 W

See IJMet. v.37 p.151 (date clarified, minor change to grid ref., track added)

1787 May 24 Wellington Somerset ST1320 T4 NW?

See IJMet. v.37 p.151 (direction added)

1817 Oct 31 Windsor Berks. SU966767 T2

See IJMet. v.38 p.19 (grid ref. improved)

1818 early-
mid Aug

Howell Lincs. TF1346 T2

See IJMet. v.38 p.19 (minor change to date)

1832 Sep 13 Kilmaurs to 
Fenwick

Ayrs. NS4141 to 
NS4643

T2/3 L5 WSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.22 (date corrected from 20th to 13th)

1832 Sep 13 Kirkton Dumfries NX981809 T1

See IJMet. v.38 p.22 (date corrected from 20th to 13th)
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1835 Feb 25 East Haven Angus NO5936 T1/2 SW?

See IJMet. v.38 p.22 (direction added)

1845 Jun 28 Margate Kent TR352711 to 
TR360710

T1/2 L2 W

See IJMet. v.38 p.23 (minor change to grid ref., track added)

1846 Jun 19 Edenbridge Kent TQ440475 T2/3 L2/3 S

See IJMet. v.38 p.118 (date corrected from 26th to 19th)

1848 Aug 3 Brighton E. Sussex TQ~303021 
to TQ337056

T1 L5 SW

See IJMet. v.38 p.24 (grid refs. improved)

1850 mid-Aug Dunboe,  
nr Coleraine

Derry C~7732 T0

See IJMet. v.40 p.37 (place corrected from Dunloy to Dunboe, incl. county, grid ref.)

1852 Jul 16 Leigh to  
Wychbold

Worcs. SO769535 to 
SO908657

T3 L6 SW

See IJMet. v.38 p.68 (start amended from Claines to Leigh, grid refs., track amended)

1854 Oct 28 Wern Caernarv. SH~550390 
to 
SH~545412

T1? L4 SSE

See IJMet. v.38 p.69 (date corrected from Nov 4 to Oct 28)

1856 Sep 27 Taunton Somerset ST223242 T4?

See IJMet. v.38 p.70 (grid ref. improved)

1859 Jul 21 Cheltenham Glos. SO943227 to 
SO953235

T4 L3 SW

See IJMet. v.38 p.234 (minor changes to grid refs., track amended)

1863 Aug 25 Petersfield Hants. SU~7022 to 
SU765428

T3/4 L5 W4 SSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.71 (first grid ref. and track amended, width added)

1867 Jul 19 
or 21

Thwing Yorks, 
E. Riding

TA~050701 T3

See IJMet. v.38 p.72 (date amended)

1869 Aug 9 Lissington Lincs. TF108833 T2 NW

See IJMet. v.40 p.37 (place corrected from Wickenby to Lissington, grid ref. corrected)

1870 Oct 19 Stratford- 
upon-Avon

Warks. SP200543 T3

See IJMet. v.38 p.73 (grid ref. improved)

1871 Jul 30 Holywell to 
Holnest

Dorset ST593042 to 
ST687113

T3 L6 W6 SW

See IJMet. v.38 p.74 (start amended from Holnest to Holywell, grid refs. amended, track 
and width added)
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1876 Sep 28 Marsh Gibbon Bucks. SP648232 T2

See IJMet. v.38 p.110 (grid ref. improved)

1877 Apr 4 Coleshill Warks. SP198895 to 
SP205922

T4 L4 SSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.111 (end place removed, minor changes to grid refs.)

1884 Dec 18 Boston Lincs. TF~3144 to 
TF3343

T2 L3/4 WNW

See IJMet. v.39 p.67 (grid ref. amended, track added)

1892 May 31 Blakeney Glos. SO670069 T2/3 W6 S

See IJMet. v.38 p.114 (grid ref. improved, width and direction added)

1907 Jul 3 Cheswardine 
to Adbaston

Shrops. to 
Staffs.

SJ7131 to 
SJ7627

T2 L5 NW

See IJMet. v.38 p.227 (end place and track added)

1913 Oct 27 Ragdon to 
Lower Wood

Shrops. SO~458908 
to SO463975

L5 W6 S

See IJMet. v.38 p.229 (width added)

1913 Oct 27 Bulkeley to 
Beeston

Cheshire SJ534540 to 
SJ541592

T4 L5 W6 S

See IJMet. v.38 p.229 (first grid ref. improved)

1913 Oct 27 Kelsall Cheshire SJ533660 T2/3 S

See IJMet. v.38 p.229 (strength and direction added)

1924 Jun 24 Belfast Antrim J~2974 to 
J358741

T3 L5 W

See IJMet. v.38 p.231 (grid ref. amended, track added)

1926 Jan 7 Niton I. of Wight SZ5076 T2 S or 
SW

See IJMet. v.38 p.231 (minor change to grid ref., strength and direction added)

1929 Jun 8 Sheffield Yorks,  
W. Riding

SK3582 to 
SK~367844

T2/3 L3/4 SSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.232 (second grid ref. improved)

1931 Jul 14 Drumclog Lanark NS669387 T3? L1 W2 E

See IJMet. v.38 p.266 (name changed from High Dykes to Drumclog, strength added)

1931 Sep 3 Portsmouth Hants. SZ653989 to 
SZ656997

T3/4 L2/3 SSW

See IJMet. v.40 p.36 (name changed from Southsea to Portsmouth, minor change to grid 
ref., track added)

1936 Sep 3 Manchester Lancs. SJ853963 to 
SD858038

T3 L5 S

See IJMet. v.38 p.267 (grid ref. improved, strength and track added)
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1936 Sep 3 Hednesford to 

Uttoxeter
Staffs. SK0012 to 

SK0934
T2/3 L7 W5 SSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.267 (strength added)

1938 Jul 1 Godshill I. of Wight SZ~532825 T0 N

See IJMet. v.38 p.268 (grid ref. improved)

1938 Jul 7 Shedfield Hants. SU541132 T2/3 SSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.268 (date corrected from 8th to 7th, grid ref. improved, end place and 
track removed)

1945 Jan 18 Ilketshall St 
Lawrence

Suffolk TM379835 T3 W5 W

See IJMet. v.40 p.38 (width added)

1945 Jul 1 Folkestone Kent TR228361 T3 L4 W

See IJMet. v.38 p.271 (first grid ref. removed, minor change to second, track amended)

1945 Oct 23 Titchfield Hants. SU535052 T4 SSW

See IJMet. v.38 p.271 (date corrected from 20th to 23rd, grid ref. improved, direction 
added)

1950 Feb 11 Andoversford Glos. SP023197 T4

See IJMet. v.38 p.272 (grid ref. improved)

1954 May 5 Chesterfield Derbys. SK359745 to 
SK3874

T2 L3/4 W

See IJMet. v.39 p.62 (grid ref. improved, strength and track added)

1954 Dec 8 Langstone Hants. SU719046 T3? SW

See IJMet. v.39 p.63 (minor change to name, grid ref. improved, direction added)

Table 2: New records not previously published.

Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1806 Jul 28 Ballynivogue, 

nr Dromin
Limerick R~6032 T2/3

1810 Dec 14 Chichester W. Sussex SU8304 to 
SU836063

T1 L3 ~S

1820 Aug 6 Little Bardfield Essex TL6530 T2/3

1820? Summer Spondon Derbys. SK4036 T1

1829 May 2 Auchtermuchty Fifes. NO~1909 to 
NO~2409

T1 L5 W

1831 Dec 19 Long Sutton Lincs. TF4322 SW

1838 Jun 18 Bromyard Herefs. SO6554 T3 L4 W7 SW

1841 Jan 10 Newport I. of Wight SZ523889 to 
SZ500909

T2/3 L4 SE

1841 late Dec Wendover Bucks. SP867076 to 
SP~870076

T2/3 L1 ~W
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1842 Sep 9 Long Sutton Lincs. TF~4322 T1/2 L6 SW

1843 Jan 12 
or 13

Cork Cork W~753685 to 
W774693

T3 L3/4 W3 WSW

1843 Aug 17 Nacton Suffolk TM~2140 T0 S

1848 Jun 28 Kirkcaldy Fifes. NT282935 T1

1848 Jun 29 Winkburn Notts. SK711584 T2/3 W

1854 May 4 Attymass Mayo G2911

1854 Jul 24 Cricklade Wilts. SU0993 T2?

1854 Dec 25 Seaford E. Sussex TV~4997 T1 ~W

1856 mid-late 
Feb

Chiswick Gr. London TQ207774

1856 Jul 25 Leigh Lancs. SJ631996 to 
SD~647008

T1/2 L3/4 SW

1864 Aug 21 Plumpton E. Sussex TQ~3612 WSW

1866 Aug 8 Bolton Lancs. SD699097 to 
SD7411

T3 L5 W3/4 WSW

1870 Jul 9 Onibury Herefs. SO447751 T2?

1870 Sep 10 Tunstall Suffolk TM3655 T2/3 W6 SW

1872 Sep 4 Hurley Warks. SP238963 T2?

1877 Aug 28 Dundalk to 
Warrenpoint

Louth to 
Down

J058125 to 
J~152187

T3/4 L6 WSW

1879 Jul 1 Inch Island Donegal C~3322 to 
C~323229

T1? L3 SE

1888 Jul 7 Godmanstone Dorset SY6697

1892 Oct 22 Pennan Aberdeen NJ~845654 T2 ~S

1895 Mar 24 Drayton  
Bassett

Staffs. SK191004 T3 W3

1896 Mar 16 Garton-on-the-
Wolds

Yorks,  
E. Riding

SE9859 T2/3 W4/5

1897 mid-Mar West Burra Shetland Is. HU~3635 to 
HU~3935

T1 L4 ~W

1900 Jun 12 Rushden Northants. SP955661 T3 E or 
SE

1904 Jul 30 Hinderwell N. Yorks. NZ7916 T1?

1904 Aug 4 Leeds Yorks, 
W. Riding

SE276357

1907 Oct 20 Scopwick Lincs. TF~065567 to 
TF067579

T2 L3 SSW

1910 May 19 Draycott Derbys. SK442331 T1/2 ~E

1910 early Jul Hunstanton Norfolk TF6640 T0 S or 
SW

1912 Aug 19 Isle of Portland Dorset SY~6972 T1 W
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1915 Jul 23 Sonning Berks. SU756752 T2 SW

1915 Dec 1 Worthing W. Sussex TQ127030 to 
TQ145054

T2/3 L4 SW

1917 Aug 15 Quarrington 
Hill to Kelloe

Durham NZ333382 to 
NZ346370

T2 L3 NW

1920 early 
Oct

Marton Lincs. SK~832822 T2? W3

1921 May 7 Kingston upon 
Hull

Yorks,  
E. Riding

TA080312 to 
TA088320?

T1/2 L3 W4 SW

1922 Jun 24 Nantwich Cheshire SJ6552 T2 L2/3 S

1925 Aug 7? Barmby Moor Yorks,  
E. Riding

SE756489 T1 L4

1927 Aug 7 Ballybride, nr 
Roscommon

Roscom. M8464 T1/2 ~N

1928 Feb 11 Rhyl Flints. SJ008814 T2 W or 
NW

1929 Jun 8 Aslockton Notts. SK7440 T1/2

1929 Jul 12 Chipping 
Norton

Oxon. SP3126 T1

1930 Aug 9 
or 10

Fyvie Aberdeen NJ766381 T1 SE

1932 Jul 6 Stanhope Durham NZ0042 T1

1934 Jul 12 Hawes N. Yorks. SD~8789 T2/3

1934 Sep 4 Thornley Durham NZ370396 T1

1934 mid-Sep Boldon Colliery Durham NZ3461 T1

1936 Jul 9 Atherfield 
Point

I. of Wight SZ447801 T1/2

1937 Apr 7 Altrincham Cheshire SJ~754884 to 
SJ~759890

T2 L2/3 SW

1938 early-
mid Oct

Kells Antrim J1497 T2

1939 Jun 6 Sutterton  
Dowdyke

Lincs. TF2833 T1/2

1939 Jun 30 Morecambe Lancs. SD431644 T1

1939 Dec 3 Penrhyn-
deudraeth

Merioneth SH611388? T1?

1942 mid-late 
May

Murton Durham NZ~398475 T1

1943 Sep 12 Liverpool Lancs. SJ387910 T1

1948 May 1 Monifieth Angus NO482320 T1 L3 W3

1955 Sep 22 Dunstable Beds. TL~006218 T1
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Table 3 shows the totals of tornadoes for each month and for each T-strength over the 
whole period AD 1054 to 1960 inclusive. Those for which the strength is between two 
values, e.g. T2/3, are assigned 0.5 to each value, hence the decimals in some of the 
totals. Some tornadoes are of uncertain month or unknown strength; these are given 
respectively in the column and row labelled X. The grand total for these 907 years at 
present stands at 1325 (excluding waterspouts that are not known to have reached 
land). About half-a-dozen tornadoes of uncertain year near the end of this period have 
been included, although some of these might actually have occurred after 1960.

Table 3. Totals of tornadoes by month and T-strength AD 1054-1960 (the column and row labelled 
X include tornadoes of unknown month or strength).

Month

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec X All
T0 2 0 1 1 2 8.5 8 13 2 1 2 1.5 2 44
T1 2.5 4 6 7 12.5 33 38 38 21.5 9.5 7.5 6.5 9 195
T2 18.5 12 5.5 8.5 13 32 56 60 37.5 35 14.5 14 26 332.5
T3 17.5 8.5 6 3.5 20.5 30 52 38 29 42.5 17.5 16.5 9 290.5
T4 2.5 3.5 0.5 3 7 7.5 14.5 12 16.5 19.5 13 4.5 2 106
T5 0 0 1 0 3 2.5 5.5 0 1.5 5.5 0.5 2.5 1 23
T6 2 1 0.5 0 1 1.5 0 0 2 0.5 0 1.5 0 10
T7 0 0 0.5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1.5 0 1.5 0 7.5
T8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 0 0.5 0 2
T9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5
X 7 7 7 6 19 23 42 57 26 30 11 13 66 314
All 52 36 28 29 78 139 217 219 137 147 66 62 115 1325
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BOOK REVIEW:  
THE WEATHER EXPERIMENT

by Peter Moore
Chatto and Windus, Penguin Random House

£20.00 Hardback. 305pp. ISBN: 978-0-701-18799-6  (2015)
This book charts in great detail the progress of meteorology from the early days of 
the science through its development to the modern science that is well known and  
respected. In doing so, the author, a writer and freelance journalist, who teaches creative 
non-fiction at London City University, tells a fascinating story in considerable detail by 
reference to the main personalities involved, including Luke Howard, Francis Beaufort, 
Samuel Morse and of course Vice-Admiral Robert FitzRoy.

In doing so, he paints a vivid picture of scientists competing with each other and with 
authority. Although the major names above rightly claim centre stage, other lesser men 
such as James Espy are accorded much coverage not to mention lesser known pioneers 
such as Thomas Forster and Francis Galton. 

The author writes in an easy non-technical style which brings vividly to life the  
characters of those pioneers whom he covers, so that the reader begins to get the feel 
of the character of his subjects in considerable detail. This is never better illustrated 
than in the section describing Glaisher’s balloon ascents in 1862 and the Royal Charter 
Storm of 1859 and its tragic consequences. The author writes in amazing detail about 
the Royal Charter storm to the extent that the reader can almost feel that he is part of 
that tragic event.

The final chapters bring the history up to date, including the accurate forecast of the  
October 1987 gale, though not its intensity. Joseph Conrad’s book ‘Typhoon’ is given 
much fuller coverage than I have read elsewhere.

The photographic section adds much colour to the science, ranging from a portrait of 
Admiral FitzRoy about the time of his first meeting with Charles Darwin in 1831, to early 
maps by William C. Woodbridge and Elias Loomis, the forerunners of modern synoptic 
charts.

There are voluminous notes on each of the 12 chapters and several pages of mini- 
biographies described as ‘Stars in FitzRoy’s Meteorological Galaxy’. The Select  
Bibliography is a useful starting point for students wishing to follow up any of the matters 
discussed. There is also a more than adequate index.

This book has already attracted praise in the USA and has been serialised by the BBC as 
the ‘Book at Bedtime’ on Radio 4. Your reviewer found this an excellent example of how 
a scientific book should be written and it is unhesitatingly recommended to all readers of 
this Journal, not least because of its very affordable price.
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BOOK REVIEW:  
RAIN - A NATURAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY

by Cynthia Barnett
Crown Publishing Group

£20.00 Hardback. 355pp. ISBN: 978-0-8041-3709-6  (2015)

The author, an American award-winning environmental journalist, outlines the  
history and development of rain from its origin 4 billion years ago to modern climate 
change. The 5 sections are entitled respectively: l Elemental rain; ll chance of rain; lll  
American rain; lV capturing the rain; and V mercurial rain. Each section comprises 2 to 4  
chapters covering different aspects of the subject ranging from “praying for rain” to “and 
the forecast calls for change”.

Although the emphasis is on American events and stories, subjects covered are  
interestingly varied. The author has a very attractive style that can in places be described 
as lyrical. For instance, in the chapter “City Rains” the following appears “just as rain 
is the sustenance for tropical fruits, flowers and trees, it is the balm for the oppressive  
summer heat of an over built city. Miami’s deluges cool off the asphalt streets and 
sun-beaten roof tops, so hot by afternoon the first drops sizzle to steam. They slow the 
break-neck traffic on Interstate 95. They sheet down the glass skyscrapers of Brickell 
Avenue to give workers in the financial district a taste of wild nature in their monolith  
offices. When the primordial storms move on, they leave Miami’s pastel-colored  
buildings and frangipani trees glowing in a divine luminescence of sunlight streaming 
through dark clouds.”

The reader of this volume will be captivated by the author’s very personalised coverage 
of her subject but at the same time will learn a great deal about the history of the subject 
and descriptions of real live weather events.

In this reviewer’s opinion the absence of any illustrations is more than made up for by 
the author’s delightful style. Though the word illustrations are mainly American, they are 
vivid and really bring the book to life. It can be recommended as a new and attractive 
presentation of an ever-interesting subject.

BOOK REVIEW:  
JOHN WESLEY: TRAVELLING GEOGRAPHER

by Howard Oliver
Harris Manchester College, Oxford

Hardback. 180pp. ISBN: 978-0-9555098-5-8  (2015)

John Wesley, who lived through most of the 18th century, and travelled widely on  
horseback in the UK (and for a short time in the American state of Georgia) preaching to 
congregations small and large is widely recognised as the founder of Methodism. 

It is estimated that he travelled many thousands of miles over his lifetime and he kept a 
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detailed Journal as well as writing to friends and congregation. While travelling, he read 
voraciously and it is recorded that on one journey he read a lengthy religious book and 
wrote a review of it while in the saddle! 

He was an acute observer of the many places he visited and all that was going on. His 
output was prolific, but is of course spread over many different books. The author, a 
recently-retired Fellow of Manchester College, Oxford has performed a real service by 
collating many of his experiences. The volume is divided into 5 headings: geographical 
publisher and traveller; weather reporter; physical geographer; human geographer and 
descriptive geographer. Readers of this Journal probably will be most interested in the 
section ‘weather reporter’ which is fact the largest of the 5 (50 pages out of a total of 
154).

Each chapter is subdivided into different topics; such as a general description; extremes; 
freezing conditions; snowy conditions etc. A good example is to be found in the following 
extract from the Journal for 1st December 1747. “About noon we reached Stockbridge. 
The rain then changed to snow. Seeing no prospect of fair weather, after resting awhile 
we set out in the midst of the storm. It blew such a hurricane as I have scarce known in 
England, and that full in our teeth, so that our horses reeled to and fro and had much 
ado to keep their feet. The snow likewise drove vehemently in our faces, in riding over 
the open downs, where for several miles, there was neither house, nor tree, nor shrub to 
shelter that it was hard labour to go forward. But in about an hour the sky cleared up and 
we rode comfortable to Salisbury.” 

This is an extremely interesting collection of weather related events written at a time of 
great change in weather conditions and is highly recommended.

TORRO ultilises social media to collect weather reports, 
ask for information and to distribute our forecasts.

Our Facebook page can be found via
http://on.fb.me/1en6mUt

Follow us on Twitter @TorroUK

Keep in touch!
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